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SPARX Technical Design Report ready ==> 1.4 - 2.5 GeV

SPARX Scientific Case ready

CONSORTIUM preliminary agreement  signed by all partners

CONSORTIUM operating from ?

Available funding (10 M! + 15 M! ) ==> 750 MeV , 27 nm

Site choice: Uni ToV or LNF
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SPARX phase 0 ==> SPARC upgrade

S-band injector with VB  ==> C-band linac option



SPARX phase 0 ==> Undulators scheme
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 FEL experiments:

seeding and synchronization



Ti:Sa Regenerative amplifier

800 nm - 2.5 mJ – 1 kHz

+

High order harmonics

400 & 266 nm

+
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1) The seeding laser system is a regenerative amplifier, making use of a sample of the optical IR
pulse train produced by the oscillator of the photocathode laser system. This makes the two
lasers 100% time correlated.
2) The pulse of the laser oscillator are spaced by 12.6 ns (79.33 MHz). An optical delay line with
a dynamic range > 12.6 ns allows shifting in time the 2 laser systems (and therefore the seed
respect to the beam).

3) The trigger system allows to select the same pulse in the 2 laser systems for amplification .
4) A coarse (few ps) superposition of the beam and seed can be obtained by looking at the relative
position of the pulses at the same target on a strek camera. SASE light (with seeding off) is the
best candidate to identify  the beam arrival time.
5) Fine tuning will be driven by observation and optimization of the seeding process.
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Laser Comb
(Giant microbunch instability)



Laser Comb: a train of THz bunches

 

- P.O.Shea et al., Proc. of 2001 IEEE PAC, Chicago, USA (2001) p.704.

- M. Ferrario. M. Boscolo et al., Int. J. of Mod. Phys. B, 2006 (Taipei 05 Workshop)





THz source

THz radiation can be easily produce by means of CTR

It is difficult to put high charge in sub-ps bunches

A laser comb structure in the longitudinal laser profile can solve this problem



Plasma wakefield coherent
excitation



35 pC/pulseThe technique used for this purpose relies on a birefringent

crystal, where the input pulse is decomposed in two

orthogonally polarized pulses with a time separation

proportional to the crystal length.

The crystal thickness is 10.353 mm
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PWFA ==>150 pC/pulse x 4 pulses

200 MeV in 18 cm











Laser IR 0.8 micron

E0 = 500 MV/m @ 72 Deg

Bunch  radius = 5 micron

Laser pulse length = 2 ps

Injection phase=  29.1 Deg

A. Bacci - RETAR





A. R. Rossi





n=100 periods
~200 fs



Changes every laser period

n=5000 n=5001

n=5002 n=5003







 IR e-beam UV e-beam 

Energy 158.9 MeV 158.8 MeV 

Energy spread 7*10
-4

 1*10
-3

 

Charge 150 pC 600 pC 

Charge fluctuation  15% ptp 6% ptp 

Bunch length  0.9 ps rms 1.85 ps rms 

 

Accelerated @ SPARC




